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Objectives and Contextualisation
The module applies the wider frame of the master to the specific field of dance. The objective is to provide
students with necessary tools of analysis and research to be able to apply them efficiently to the singularity of
the dance phenomena. On the one hand, the course will offer a general overview of the possibilities particular
to the lines of investigation that are inherent to dance and creative and artistic experimentation, and on the
other hand, it will offer an overview on social and pedagogic applications of the different artistic languages.
After this introductory phase, the module will unfold by means of approaching different analytical paradigms of
current investigations in the field of dance: The history of languages and poetics, choreographic analysis,
formal and dramaturgical, cultural theories and trans-disciplinary reflections on dance. Case studies will be
proposed with the aim of demonstrating, through acquired knowledge, different methodologies, problematic
areas and analytic challenges.

Competences
Assess the social dimension inherent in the performing arts.
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously
Evaluate performance phenomena synchronically and diachronically on the basis of specific theoretical
paradigms (specialisation A).
Examine research methodologies in the performing arts according to international scientific parameters.
Follow the codes of practice that govern research activity.
Prepare a scientific paper on an object of study within the performing arts.
Use acquired knowledge as a basis for originality in the application of ideas, often in a research context.

Learning Outcomes
1. Assess the social dimension inherent in the performing arts.
2. Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously
3. Contrast different methodologies for studying dance and their possibilities regarding research.
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3. Contrast different methodologies for studying dance and their possibilities regarding research.
4. Contrast the theoretical paradigms that correspond to the synchronic and diachronic dimension of
modern and contemporary dance, including their documentary sources and specific bibliography.
5. Detect the technical, dramatic and thematic structures of a modern or contemporary dance
performance.
6. Follow the codes of practice that govern research activity.
7. Prepare a scientifically rigorous paper on an aspect of dance.
8. Use acquired knowledge as a basis for originality in the application of ideas, often in a research context.

Content
The module provides students with tools for theoretical and historical research in the field of dance. It consists
of a general overview of the possibilities and current lines of investigation in dance, as well as offering an array
of more specific analytical paradigms related to dance performances and their theoretical implications. Blocks
of content: 1. General overview of the methods, fields, and lines of interpretation that relate to historical
research in dance, as well as to the development of theoretical and critical paradigms with regards to recent
dance practices or to the creative processes. A methodological map will be provided of the different
possibilities and objects of study, as well as the main bibliographic and methodological references in each field.
(Teacher for the block: Ester Vendrell)
2. Choreographic and stylistic analysis of dance performance. Case studies aimed at showing how to apply in
practice, methodologies and sources that allow to develop a thorough reading, on formal, dramaturgical and
aesthetic levels of dance performance, with a special focus on the relations between the different
choreographic, physical and poetic languages or underlying theories. (Teachers for the block: Ester Vendrell,
Roberto Fratini)
3. Theoretic and conceptual analysis and trans-disciplinary study of dance. Elements of methodological
reflection that allow to develop a phenomenological reading of dance as cultural "turbulence", through a work
of interdisciplinary conceptualization aimed at establishing different interaction paradigms between dance and
humanistic, scientific or religious reflection, with a focus on the roll of these interactions in the theoretic and
dramaturgical paradigms of the more recent movements.
Chronogram
Session 1: General methodological introduction. Presentation of the map of movements and investigative
typologies in the field of dance. (Part I). (Vendrell)
Session 2: General methodological introduction.Presentation of the map of movements and investigative
typologies in the field of dance. (Part II). (Vendrell)
Session 3: Introduction to choreographic, stylistic and poetic analysis of dance performance. Group reading
exercise and analysis of audiovisual material. Assignment of lectures and videography for the independent
project. (Vendrell)
Session 4: Group reading exercise and choreographic analysis of audiovisual material. Video commentary.
Assignment of independent viewings. (Vendrell)
Session 5: Group reading exercise and choreographic analysis of audiovisual material. Video commentary.
Assignment of independent viewings. (Vendrell)
Session 6: Group reading exercise and choreographic analysis of audiovisual material. Video commentary.
Assignment of independent viewings. (Fratini)
Session 7: Group reading exercise and choreographic analysis of audiovisual material. Video commentary.
Assignment of independent viewings. (Fratini)
Session 8: Group reading exercise and choreographic analysis of audiovisual material. Video commentary.
Assignment of independent viewings. (Fratini)

Session 9: Methodological introduction to interdisciplinary study, looking at the interaction between the history
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Session 9: Methodological introduction to interdisciplinary study, looking at the interaction between the history
of dance and the development of Western thought (Part I). Reading assignments (Fratini)
Session 10: Methodological introduction to interdisciplinary study, looking at the interaction between the history
of dance and the development of Western thought (Part II). Reading assignments (Fratini)

Methodology
Master classes.
Case studies (with textual or audiovisual documents)
Group work: Oral exercises on analysis and debate.
Led work: Written and oral text commentary
Independent work: written exercise of analysis.

Activities
Title

Hours

ECTS

Learning Outcomes

30

1.2

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1

60

2.4

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1

60

2.4

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1

Type: Directed
Master classes, solving of cases / exercises
Type: Supervised
Debates, tutorials, work development
Type: Autonomous
Personal study, reading of articles, work development

Assessment
Besides the independent work students carry out daily during the module (which includes independent
viewings, readings and commentary development), students will have to realize and write at the end of the
module, a unique research project (the object of which will be agreed with the teacher) that meets the
academic and formal requisites (APA protocol), and that consists of 7 pages (without counting bibliography and
annexes). Thus, each student will have to choose and communicate in which field of content and with which of
the teachers of the module they wish to develop their research.
Evaluation activities
Continued evaluation: written and oral commentaries of critical texts and audiovisual documents (week 1-5)
25%
Continued evaluation: written and oral commentaries of critical texts and audiovisual documents (week 6-10)
25%
Continued evaluation: Oral group exercise of critical-analytical debate (week 1-10) 15%
Synthesis project: written essay of an analytical-comparative focus on applied research methodology to one or
more titles of secondary literature that appears in the bibliography of the course (To be handed-in on 3 June)
35%

Revision of qualifications: 15 June
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Revision of qualifications: 15 June
The process of recovery implies a second essay on the synthesis project that allows for the amending of the
formal and content defects in the first handed-in version. Hand-in of recovery project: 27 June

Assessment Activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning Outcomes

Attendance and active participation in class.

40 %

0

0

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1

Attendance at tutorials

20 %

0

0

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1

Delivery of the Works of the module

40 %

0

0

6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8, 1
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